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I’ll take the odds.

If the effete seven on the Supreme Court thought they were preventing riots and civil unrest
by declining to hear the Texas lawsuit and kicking the can down the road, they have instead
just kick-started a full-blown revolution.

Rather than a mixed bunch of paid thugs and semi-maniacal rioters taking to the streets and
burning down scattered cities in protest of Trump remaining in office, there is now half a
country thoroughly disgusted and pissed-off. Among those many millions are many veterans
who know what combat is like, and will be teaching the lessons of war to others when the
violent dissent begins. Among those willing students are some very well armed, ready to be
trained Americans.

Rather than there being a Congress that can be trusted with protecting the rights of
Americans, the Republican Congress has just shown itself to be worthless in defending the
one man in our lifetime who has stood up for the average American and for American values.
The Senate Republicans showed they weren’t willing to proclaim that the election was
fraudulent and do whatever was necessary to get state Republicans to hold serious hearings
and act upon them. They showed that they aren’t even willing to protect the names of military
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bases and throttle back the big tech on-line censors. Republican Congressional inaction has
engendered within many Americans a feeling that they can’t be depended upon to protect
their liberty.

When will the civil war begin? I don’t know exactly. But, for a timeline - let’s assume that
because the Leftists are now so emboldened that they have gotten away with four years of
lies and have successfully stolen the republic with a fraudulent election in broad daylight –
they may just figure they can pursue the rest of their agenda full speed ahead with no
interference from docile polite Americans.

Let’s assume the lock-downs and the destruction of the middle class grows exponentially,
spurred on by the introduction of millions upon millions of “immigrants” receiving federal
money.

The growing debt will soon explode as the dollar’s value dwindles, resulting in life savings
becoming worthless. As the Left pushes the middle class more and more into a financial
corner, there will come a time when there is no more room to retreat, and even those
predisposed to polite suffering will have had enough. Once the middle class protests, that
have already begun over the hypocritical shutdowns, grow larger and more organized, the
organized Leftist mobs will respond with reciprocal force, and actual class warfare will begin.
Depending upon how many middle class Blacks feel the same threat to their lives as middle
class Whites, and join those opposing tyranny and reach out to their Black brothers,
proclaiming that all Americans have a stake in this fight, race warfare stirred up by the Left
might or might not begin.
The federal storm troopers will be marching through the suburbs en masse – rounding up gun
owners and "agitators" who didn’t take the threat seriously enough to organize into militias;
and therefore while resistance will be bloody, it will be futile in many places.

At some point, people in un-defendable enclaves who are serious about resisting will seek
safer areas, and as they move about, months of guerrilla warfare will begin. The fight will shift
into holdout states where patriots will be able to organize. At that point it is anybody’s guess
as to what will happen; an entrance by the UN on the side of the Leftist Washington
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government is possible; the introduction of many thousands of Chinese troops to protect the
cities and attack holdout states is also possible. The Federal government will certainly
organize and arm groups like BLM and ANTIFA into legal Leftist militias to counter the "illegal"
American citizen militias that form.

Fantasy? Not really. The Left will not stop. The only way they will stop is if they are stopped,
and that doesn’t look likely in today’s America where too many people still don’t see the
threat. Even after four years of blatant disrespect for the rule of law by those about to seize
power – too many Americans still trust that the Federal government will ultimately be on their
side.
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